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i own the tacx 908, 910, and 912. i did a lot of reading prior to purchase, and the tacx 908
has the most issues of all 3. i have been running the bike trainer for a week and i am still on

the hunt for the issues to be resolved. i am pretty sure that it will be resolved, but it has been
an exercise in frustration. i just got my trainer on monday and have not had any issues with
it. i did some research before buying it and decided that it was the best one out there that

would give me the best chance of it working as advertised. i did not want to buy the cheapest
one. i bought the 912 and so far it works great. it has many features that i wanted, such as

the ability to program by heart rate and speed. it also has a programmable timer and a
variable speed mode for hills. it has a good display for the training data (although it does not
show the cadence, but the monitor does allow cadence to be displayed). i am new to the srt

training world. i have been working on a group ride in the area and my trainer does not seem
to work with the computer i am currently using. has anyone any advice on a good source of

bike computer/trainer compatibility? i have a new ebrake that came with my ebike, and i
can't figure out how to get it to work with the trainer software. a search has brought up a lot
of negative feedback about the ebrake, and i read a recommendation that i should buy a new
brake. any suggestions? i have been using the igenius trainer for the last 6 months or so. it is
a great trainer, easy to use, and when the software first came out i had no connectivity issues

whatsoever. i upgraded to the latest software on the 4.8.2 & 4.4 (don't remember what the
4.5 was) version, and that was the first time my units quit working. i had to buy a new set of
batteries because the old ones wouldn't hold a charge. my "brick" is still working fine, but i
have had to buy a new control pad, and i just received the new 4.9 software and firmware
updates. i can't get any of the newer updates to work. i get a "silent icon" on my computer

screen that says "failed to find device" and it never starts. i've called them and they have no
idea how to fix it, and it seems to be a problem with every ebrake that has come out since

the new software updates.
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i just got the i-genius today and installed the software. worked fine, but the hr belt wouldn't
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connect. i called support and they told me to install an update. after doing so, it worked
perfectly. i don't know why they couldn't just fix the issue they had because it was a simple

one, but i'm glad they fixed it. thanks for the review ray. i bought my i-genius about a month
ago and it has been pretty good. i'm training for a half ironman race and i use it for the

session. i've had no connectivity issues with it. i think you just have to be patient with it. they
do have a bit of a bug with the h.r. belt not connecting, i didn't even know i had it until after i
tried to register the bike online. other than that, it's been fine. i will be upgrading to the 4.9
software this weekend. hi ray i also have an i-genius and have been using it for the last six

months or so. i use it all the time, and love it. i have not had any issues with connectivity, and
i have never had to do a software update. i only wish that the hr belt could be integrated with
the wireless ant+ devices as well. i was running a garmin hrm and it was not as convenient

as the tacx hr belt. i am only a moderate cyclist, so i am not sure how the tacx compares to a
road bike. i know that the trainer is much more stable than riding a bike on the street. i would

recommend it to everyone, but i would advise that you read the manual before using it, as
the instructions are not always clear. i like the fact that you can fit the tacx inside a bag with
no problem. hi ray i have been using the i-genius now for a week and it's a great product. i
have read the manual which is essential when using a trainer. i bought the trainers for the

convenience of not having to be on my bike. i commute so i leave my bike at home. however
it's not so good on the long distance trips as i have to take my bike. i have done a couple of
long distance rides with the i-genius and have found it quite good. there is a reason you get
the ant+ connections for the heart rate belts. i had a garmin hrm and i had to get the data

from the bike computer and also had to manually start and stop the app which was not
always convenient. the tacx trainers are easy to use and you don't have to have any other

electronics to take with you as they are very small. it's amazing what you can get done on a
bike in an hour. i used to train on an old cycle trainer and it took me 1 hour and the tacx's let

me do the same in 30 minutes. i have tried other trainers but they didn't have the
functionality i wanted. 5ec8ef588b
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